Abstract. The paper presents a specification technique borrowing features from two classes of specification methods, formal and semi-formal ones. Each of the above methods have been proved to be useful in the development of real-time and critical systems and widely reported in different papers [1], [2] . Formal methods are based on mathematical notations and axiomatic which induce verification and validation. Semi-formal methods are, in the other hand, graphic, structural and user-friendly. Each method is applied on a suitable case study, that we regret some missing features we could found in the other class. This remark has motivated our work. We are interested in the integration of formal and semi-formal methods in order to lay out a specification approach which combines the advantages of theses two classes of methods. The proposed technique is based on the integration of the semi-formal method STATEMATE [3] and the temporal logic FNLOG [7] . This choice is justified by the fact that FNLOG is formal, deals with quantitative temporal properties and that these two approaches have a compatibility which simplifies their integration [7] . The proposed integration approach uses the notations of STATEMATE and FNLOG, defines a various transformations rules of a STATEMATE specification towards FNLOG and extends the axiomatic of the temporal logic FNLOG by new lemmas to deal with duration properties. The paper presents the various steps of our integration approach.
Introduction
Critical real-time systems are complex and require a high level of safety and reliability. To reduce this complexity and to reach a necessary degree of reliability and safety, it would be quite interesting to lay out a specification approach which simplifies the requirement description, deals with mathematical notations inducing verification and validation, and allows the description of quantitative temporal properties. Thus, it comes the idea of integrating formal [1] , [5] and semi-formal approaches in order to lay out a specification approach which combines the advantages of these two classes of methods. Semi formal methods are graphic, structural and user-friendly ; Formal methods are based on mathematical notations and axiomatic inducing proofs. In this paper, we propose a specification technique integrating STATEMATE [3] as a semi-formal method and the temporal logic FNLOG [7] as a formal one. Several reasons justifies the choice of these methods. STATEMATE [3] is a graphic formalism; covers the various aspects of a complex system. The temporal logic FNLOG [7] provides a requirement specification language that allows a concise expression of properties about quantitative properties. The proposed specification and validation approach introduces an integration method using STATEMATE and FNLOG notations and proposes transformation rules, and an extention of FNLOG axiomatic to reason about duration properties.
General view of the proposed specification and validation method
The proposed integration method [6] comprises mainly five great steps ( Fig.1 .):
Step
Description of requirements
This step consists on the description of system requirements by using FNLOG notation [7] .They are liveness and safety properties specified by the system user.
Step 2. Specification with STATEMATE
This specification reduce system complexity which is broken up into a hierarchy of activities, control and primitives activities, with statecharts and activity-charts.
Development of the context diagram. which consists on the main activity, some external processes and flows of information connecting the system to its environment.
Decomposition of the system with activity-charts. The context diagram is broken up into a series of activities and date-store as well as control activity.
Specification with statecharts. The control activities are associated with statecharts which describe the behavior of their main activity.
Step 3. Transformation of STATEMATE primitives to FNLOG.
In this step we have proposed some transformations rules from Statecharts and Activity-charts specifications to logical formulae in FNLOG. 
Statecharts FNLOG

a-The event Timeout tm (E, T):
This expression defines a new event which will be generated T units of time after the last occurrence of the event E.
b-The action Scheduled Sc! (G, T):
This expression defines the execution of the action G, T units of time after the execution of the primitive Sc. The transformation of these expressions is given in Fig. 2 .
Statecharts FNLOG
Transformation of the activity-charts to FNLOG. The transformation of the activity-chart elements is illustrated in Table 2 .
Activity-charts FNLOG
An event An event A data An expression of a number An activity An activity A condition A boolean expression
Step 4. Composition in FNLOG.
It's the conjunction of FNLOG formulae found at each level of the decomposition obtained at the steps 2 and 3.
Step 5. Validation.
The fifth step consists on proving that the behavior specification found in the fourth step implies the system's requirements specified in the first step. These requirements are in general safety or liveness properties depending on time consideration [4] . However a problem holds in the verification of such duration properties with the existing axiomatic. To simplify such verification, we extend the FNLOG axiomatic [7] by introducing two new lemmas presented in the following : Lemma 1. Duration over state sequence. The duration of an interval associated to a state sequence is the total length of the sub-intervals associated to each state.
We consider in Fig.3 .three consecutive states A, B and C. A is followed by B and B is followed by C. A lasts x time units and B lasts y time units. The duration from the begenning of A to the begenning of C is x+y.
t -x (init-A) → t (G) t -x (init-A) → t (init-B) (spec1)
